
The National Library of Medicine (NLM), a leader in research in biomedical informatics and data science, is 
the world’s largest biomedical library and 1 of the 27 Institutes and Centers at NIH.  NLM's research and 
information services support scientific discovery, health care, and public health. 

A Platform for Biomedical Discovery 
The NLM strategic plan includes three goals: 

1) Accelerate discovery and advance health through data-driven research.
2) Reach more people in more ways through enhanced dissemination and

engagement.
3) Build a workforce for data-driven research and health.

Implementation of the strategic plan enables NLM to support and respond to 
NIH-wide priorities.
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Patricia Flatley Brennan, 
R.N., Ph.D.

Director of the NLM since 2016, Dr. 
Brennan spearheaded the development of 
a 10-year strategic plan that envisions NLM 
as a platform for biomedical discovery and 
data-powered health.  Combining her 
background in engineering, information 
technology, and clinical nursing practice, 
Dr. Brennan positions the NLM and its 
visionary biomedical data and literature 
resources to serve science and society, 
and to guide advances in data science and 
data-driven discovery.    

NLM Conducts and Funds Research
NLM’s vibrant intramural research program conducts innovative research and training in computational biology and computational health sciences. 
NLM’s extramural grants support research projects and training in biomedic al informatics and data science.  

Intramural Researchers at NLM

Develop computational methods to 
characterize functions of the non-coding 
part of the human genome.

Explore novel applications of AI to image 
analysis, including to detect COVID-19 in 
chest X-rays.

Apply network analysis approaches to 
protein-protein interactions to predict 
interactions between individual molecules 
in human diseases.

Extramural Researchers Across the Nation
Leverage high-throughput sequencing data from 
wastewater process flows to create an innovative 
early warning system for virus surveillance and 
public health protection.  

Apply machine learning to electronic health  
record data to support patient-matching and 
help clinicians explore effective treatments for 
similar patients.

Integrate data collected from intensive care units 
and create sophisticated models of causation to 
support health care professionals and patients in 
making real-time treatment decisions. 
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Improving health through data-driven discovery

2121st Censt Centuturyry Libra Libraryry
EvEverery day day,y, millions of s millions of sciencientists, health professionals, and members of the tists, health professionals, and members of the 
public use Npublic use NLMLM’s’s online info online informrmatation resources to translaion resources to translate researcte research h 
results into new treatments, aresults into new treatments, accccess our ess our cocollections, dllections, devevelop newelop new  
products, inforproducts, inform cm cliniclinical decision making, and improal decision making, and improve pve public health. ublic health. 

The most heavily used biomedical literature 
citation database in the world, containing more 
than 31 million citations.

PubMed Central 

Digital archive of more than 6.4 million freely 
accessible, full-text biomedical and life sciences 
journal articles.  

Sequence 
Read Archive 

The world’s largest publicly available repository 
for high-throughput sequencing data, 
comprising more than 40 petabytes of data.   

Terminology 
Standards

LM is the central coordinating body within 
HS for clinical terminology standards for 
ealth data interoperability.

Biomedical InforBiomedical Informatics Tmatics Traininrainingg
NLNLM fuM funds research training programs in biomedinds research training programs in biomedicacal inforl informatimaticscs  
and daand datata s sciencecience at  at 1616 unive universrsities across the cities across the couountryntry that enroll that enroll  
apprapproxoximately 20imately 200 predoctoral and postdoctoral trainees0 predoctoral and postdoctoral trainees ..

SupplemeSupplementntal funding allows training programs to woral funding allows training programs to work k 
with librawith libraryry and infor and information schools, and parmation schools, and partner with tner with 
minominorirityty-s-sererving institutions to teach and apply daving institutions to teach and apply datata  
sciencscience research skills.e research skills.  

NLNLM also provides summer research M also provides summer research exexperienperienceces s 
for undergraduates interested in cfor undergraduates interested in careeareersrs in biomedi in biomedicacal l 
infoinformrmataticics and das and datata s sciencecience.  .  

OutrOutreach and Engagemeneach and Engagementt
NLNLM leM leveverages its Nerages its Netwtwork of the National Libraork of the National Libraryry of  of MeMedidicicinene  
(N(NNLNLM) of more than 8,M) of more than 8,00000 ac0 academic health sciencademic health science librare libraries,ies,  
hospital and public librarhospital and public libraries, and cies, and communiommunityty organiz organizatations to ions to 
improve acimprove accecess to health iss to health infornformation for all.  NNmation for all.  NNLM oLM offffers trainingers training  
to suppoto supportrt e effffectiective uve use of NLM infose of NLM informrmatation resources ion resources byby  
librarlibrarians, health professionals, researchers, and the public.  ians, health professionals, researchers, and the public.  
NNNNLM will operate through seLM will operate through seven ven regions across the United regions across the United 
States from States from FYFY 202 2021-1-2026 as shown below2026 as shown below..

FuFututure Initire Initiatativiveses  
NLNLM will cM will conontinue to lead the detinue to lead the devevelopmenlopment of analyt of analytiticscs that un that uncocover ver nonovevel biomedicl biomedical patal patternterns from large genetic and literaturs from large genetic and literature date databases, createabases, create  
innovative wainnovative ways to reach sys to reach sciencientists and socitists and societety with ty with truruststable health infoable health informrmatationion, and d, and devevelop health data literacy among scieelop health data literacy among scienntists, clinicians, tists, clinicians, 
librarlibrarians, and cians, and consumers. NLM willonsumers. NLM will::

AcceleAccelerate biomedical and healthrate biomedical and health   
datadata sci scienceence.  .  Through inThrough invevestment instment in  
intramural and eintramural and extxtramural researchramural research, NL, NLM will create M will create 
strategies that suppostrategies that supportrt e efffficient and aicient and accccurate urate 
exexplorploratation of large biomediion of large biomedicacal dal datatabases and bases and 
generate analygenerate analytical metical methods and models to gainthods and models to gain  
insights from cinsights from cliniclinical datal data.   a.   

SupporSupport publict public acc accountabilitountability any and d 
openopen sci scienceence.  .  NLNLM will lM will leveverage its erage its exexpepertrtise ise 
in creating highin creating high-q-qualiualityty, sus, sustatainable, and secure inable, and secure 
dadatatabases and mabases and makeke them ac them accecessible to sciessible to scientists, ntists, 
ccliniclinicians, and the public.ians, and the public.  

ModeModernrnizize NLe NLM infrastrM infrastructureucture.  .  NLNLM willM will  
build a build a 2121st cst centuenturyry digit digital libraal libraryry that of that offefersrs literatur literature,e, dat data,a,  
analanalytyticical models, and new approaches to sciential models, and new approaches to scienti fific c 
cocommunicmmunicatation thaion that are at are accccessibleessible, sus, sustatainable, andinable, and  
avavailable ailable 2424 hou hoursrs a d a dayay, 7 da, 7 days a weekys a week..

ContributeContribute to NIH  to NIH anand gd govoverernment-nment-  
widewide p pririororitiesities.  .  NLNLM will share its sM will share its sciencientitifific, policc, policy,y,  
and program leaderand program leadership and eship and experxpertise in dtise in datata sca sciencience,e, dat data a 
management, infrastmanagement, infrastruructcture and secuure and securirityty, and wor, and workfkfororcece  
dedevevelopmenlopment to suppot to supportrt the U the U.S. pr.S. priorities in eciorities in economic onomic 
cocompetitivmpetitiveness empowered eness empowered byby dat data sca scienciencee, art, artifificial icial 
intelligenintelligencece, and open sc, and open sciencience.e.
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NLM’s trusted and authoritative source of 
consumer health information, accessed by more 
than 371 million users annually.
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